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It should be noted that the relationships given in (3) and (4) will be useful in numerical determinations of the transition matrix. For instance, if a method such as that proposed by Liou [2] were to be employed, then only the last row of the matrix need be checked for the desired degree of accuracy as the other rows may easily be seen to converge faster than the last. row. Abstract-The effect of a zero in the right-half plane on the controller derived through the stability theorem of Lyapunov is considered through a simple illustrative example. It is shown that the controller should have the form of a linear saturating function instead of the bang-bang form for the minimum-phase systems.
Many industrial processes are known to exhibit a dead-time delay in their txansfer characterist.ics. It is also known t,hat such delay effects can often be approximated by placing a zero of t,he transfer function in t.he right-half plane (RHP). This usudy causes an unsatisfactory design of linear controllers for these plants since one of t,he root loci branches off towards t.he RKP. A design technique which has been successfully employed to derive cont.rollers that ensures system stability is based on the stability theorem of Lyapunov. Several interesting applicat.ions of this approach have been reported in the literature (see, for example, Grayson [l] ). All of the systems considered, however, are of t.he minimum phase t.ype. It has been established that the desired cont.roller for such system is of the bang-bang t,ype. The aim of this correspondence is to point out that a RHP zero causes t.he optimal controller to have a saturating form.
To illust.rate the point consider a simple feedback regulator system as shown in Fig. 1 . The control signal u.(e) is yet unknown and should be so chosen as to ensure that the controlled system remains asymptotically stable with the error of regulation suitably bounded. (As discwed in [l] this choice of u ako minimizes a quadratic cost function.) The plant transfer function G(s) is taken to be
G(s) = (s+~a).
This corresponds to the system differential equation (1) the state equation can be written as
where
Since for the regulat.or the desired value of the state is the origin of the state space, the error vector e(t) is simply the negative of X(t). Using t.his t.he sysstem equation cm be rewritten as e + Ae = Bv, -Czi.
Nom it is assumed that t,he autonomous part of (5) is st,able. Accordingly, 6he system (7) is ako stable
Let t,he V function for (7) be
Taking the t.ime derivative of both sides and using (7) we can write
where D = A T + A. Since from Lyapunov's stability theorem P(e) is to be a negative definite, it follows that D is a positive definite matrix.
Consider now the controlled system (6). Choosing the same V function as before its time derivative can be mitten as
Since the first term on t.he right-hand side has been seen to be negative definite, p (e) can be const.rained to be negative definite if
This inequality can be expressed in the scalar form as
The inequality (12) can be satisfied if the following conditions are met
A third condition is usually present in the form of power constraint which requires that c) u 5 L.
These three relations are sufficient to find out the form of the desired controller. Apparently, it is not possible to satisfy b) by choosing u to be a bang-bang function. This follows from the fact that this condition requires u to be bounded which in turn requires that the slope (du/del) be bounded. This restriction on the slope is obvious if it noted that
The quantity on the left being bounded the slope can not be infinite unless & is zero. This latter condition is of course not met at the instant when the error itself is passing through zero. Because of this restriction on the slope, the controller has to be a saturat,ing one.
One important consequence of the saturating controller is that condition b) is violated for small error levels. This may cause the system to be unstable in the vicinity of the origin of the st.ate space. Under such condit,ions there may be limit cycle oscillations in the system as discussed in [Z] . The amplitude of these oscillat.ions then limits the shdy+tate accuracy of the regulator and can be controlled by controlling the slope (&/del).
It may be noted that the problem of RHP zeros may be more pronounced in the case of multivariable systems. First, a noninteracting design in these cases may not be useful as discussed by Rosenbrook [SI. Second, it, may not. even be feasible t.o decouple a given mult.ivariable system since most practical systems cont.ain uncert.ain parameters. A met.hod for designing interacting system has recently been discussed by Chen On the Stability of Saturating Nonlinear Feedback Systems
Abstract-A saturating nonlinearity contained in a stable feedback system can be considered to lie within the sector [qk] . Thus all the well-known Popov-type stability criteria are applicable for the saturating nonlinear feedback system. that, if a system is ever stable in any sense, this [ E $] sector condition should not. prevent t.he application of these criteria to the saturating nonlinear system.
In the following, it. is indicated that, due to the boundedness of the saturating nonlinear system, these stabi1it.y criteria remain applicable. The system is shown in Fig. 1 . The notations are standard, with g(-) denoting the impulse response of the linear time-invariant, nonanticipative plant.
). The boundedness of t.his system is obvious in the case of no integrator, i.e., g o = 0. When an integrator does exist, g o > 0, a technique used in [a] could be applied here t.o establish boundedness. Essentially, it is the effect of the negative feedback.
Thus when the system is bounded, u(.) and +(-) are also bounded. So the practical range of the nonlinearity is a finit.e range. Indeed t.he nonlinearity can then be considered to lie wit.hin the [E & ] sector. With t.his, it, could be concluded that all Popov-type stability criteria are applicable for t.his saturating nonlinear system.
A final remark is, v.-ith t,his conclusion, the application of t.he JuryLee criterion to the examples in [3] , [4] is justified. Also, the same conclusion holds when the nonlineaxity is time varying.
